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Abstract: During mission design, the concept of operations (ConOps) describes how the system
operates during various life cycle phases to meet stakeholder expectations. ConOps is sometimes
declined in a simple evaluation of the power consumption or data generation per mode. Different op-
erational timelines are typically developed based on expert knowledge. This approach is robust when
designing an automated system or a system with a low level of autonomy. However, when studying
highly autonomous systems, designers may be interested in understanding how the system would
react in an operational scenario when provided with knowledge about its actions and operational
environment. These considerations can help verify and validate the proposed ConOps architecture,
highlight shortcomings in both physical and functional design, and help better formulate detailed
requirements. Hence, this study aims to provide a framework for the simulation and validation
of operational scenarios for autonomous robotic space exploration systems during the preliminary
design phases. This study extends current efforts in autonomy technology for planetary systems by
focusing on testing their operability and assessing their performances in different scenarios early in
the design process. The framework uses Model-Based Systems Engineering (MBSE) as the knowledge
base for the studied system and its operations. It then leverages a Markov Decision Process (MDP) to
simulate a set of system operations in a relevant scenario. It then outputs a feasible plan with the
associated variation of a set of considered resources as step functions. This method was applied to
simulate the operations of a small rover exploring an unknown environment to observe and sample a
set of targets.

Keywords: MBSE; ConOps; OpsCon; MDP; MCTS; space mission design

1. Introduction

From a system engineering view, the study of autonomous systems brings to the table
different challenges, mainly:

• Formulation of effective and realistic requirements that do not constrain the future
system operability [1,2].

• Interfaces’ design, check, and control between hardware, software, and the human
operator [3].

• Verification of the requirements and validation of the architecture [4–7].

Autonomous systems have high interactions with their operative environment and
must make decisions based on their resources and environment state. Those capabilities
drive the overall system behaviour and operations and are hard to capture in conceptual
and preliminary design in a set of well-formed requirements [1,2]. Moreover, autonomous
systems combine highly integrated software with physical hardware while interacting with
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a human operator. This interaction may pose problems during the requirement formula-
tion and the verification and validation processes [3]. In [8], the author highlights how
important it is to establish correct interface requirements early in the design of autonomous
systems. Autonomous systems operations involve concurrent activities to be processed
and performed by tightly coupled subsystems [8].

Given the difficulty of realistically defining an autonomous robotic mission and related
requirements, the problem this paper addresses can be formulated as: is it possible to
provide an analysis or procedure to capture the interaction between an autonomous system,
its environment, its mission goals and its resources during preliminary design phases?
With preliminary design phases, the authors identify conceptual studies and concept and
technology development studies, as defined by the NASA life cycle standard [9].

Heritage from previous missions can help guide the decisions during initial studies.
There are a few examples of spacecraft guided predominately by AI-based processes,
such as some successful missions that push toward almost complete autonomy, such as
Deep Space 1 [10] or Earth Observing 1 [11]. In addition, different teams are studying
AI-agents capabilities on analogue platforms on Earth such as the Field Integrated Design
and Operations (FIDO) [12], or the Long Range Science Rover (Rocky) [13] or the Robotic
Antarctic Meteorite Search [14]. Those missions look into planning and robotics-related
theories during the later implementation phases and operations, not during the initial
system design. The interest of this publication is to understand how an autonomous system
may behave or plan its mission at a higher design level (namely conceptual and preliminary
design). Different round tables and discussions with experts can provide mission system
engineers with the knowledge to allocate autonomous functionalities well and define the
possible bottlenecks or criticality of different autonomy architectures. On the other hand,
providing system engineers with straightforward simulation tools to understand the impact
of autonomy at a higher design level can be helpful, and it can speed up the design process.

This study proposes a framework to study and validate operational scenarios for
autonomous robotic planetary exploration systems at early design stages. The objective
is to understand how the system, provided with knowledge about its actions and their
impact on different resources, plans its mission and interacts with the environment. The
created plan can then be run easily on a robotic platform or a simulation as a further
validation round of the computed architecture. Frameworks provide a general structure
to be followed; however, they leave the designer room to implement different algorithms
at any level. This framework would help the designer in both the mission definition and
system sizing. As analysed in [15], if operational models can be executed, it is also possible
to debug the described behaviour to match the expected performances or what the engineer
meant to capture. They may test whether the designed system has enough resources for
battery or data storage to complete the expected operational scenario(s). At the same time, it
can help validate and verify the designed functional architecture. For example, if there is the
need to consider additional operative modes or a function that was overlooked during the
initial design phases. The simulation of the operational scenarios can help with stakeholder
consultation. Presenting a straightforward simulation of resource variation associated with
a given scenario can help better frame the mission and pinpoint discrepancies between
what is expected from the stakeholders and what the designers are providing. This study
innovates from the state of the art, as follows:

• It implements a simulation-backed analysis to study and validate the feasibility of
operational scenarios;

• It stores all the mission instances in an MBSE model and provides traceability of changes;
• It defines the variables defining and MDP space starting from the resources defined in

the MBSE model.

The knowledge base for the study is the MBSE model that encodes all the param-
eters and products of the study. The proposed framework provides a plan that can be
easily interfaced with middleware, such as the Robot Operating System (ROS). Hence, it
will be possible to simulate the studied operational scenario(s) directly on an analogue
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robotic platform or a physics-based simulator to cross-validate the identified operational
capabilities. For instance, [16] proposed a virtual mission operation framework with a
validation-in-the-loop of the design applied to the satellite and leveraging STK to simulate
the autonomous manoeuvres’ sequences. However, nothing comparable has been found in
the literature for planetary surface robotic systems.

As highlighted in Figure 1, the presented framework identifies the main mission driver
for the definition of the mission scope. The focus then shifts toward defining the MBSE
model in its functional and physical declinations. The MBSE model is then morphed into a
Markov Decision Process (MDP) and applied to a reference scenario. A plan is computed,
and if its output is satisfying, the designers may proceed with their study or test it on
analogue platforms.

Figure 1. MBSE to MDP theoretical workflow.

The study case is a small rover moving on the lunar surface. The designed system
weighs around 30 kg, with 3.3 kg of payload and an expected power consumption around
100 W. It is assumed that the rover can freely recharge its batteries and relay its commu-
nications to Earth or another system on the surface. Therefore, no specific flight rules are
imposed on when to communicate or recharge the batteries. The system should observe
different waypoints and sample some of them based on their scientific reward. All the
decisions can be left to the solving algorithm.

After this initial overview of the context and objective of this research, the remain-
ing of the paper will be organized as follows: Section 2 provides a small overview of
similar studies, Section 3 focuses on the background theories and definition guiding the
proposed framework, Section 4 provides a set of sample results that can be obtained
with the framework, Section 5 draws the main conclusions on this study and details its
future development.

2. Related Work

Operational scenarios are usually studied as a part of the Concept of Operations
(ConOps) analysis, as investigated in [17]. ConOps describe how the system will be
operated during all various life cycle phases to meet stakeholder expectations [18]. They
include evaluations of mission phases, operation timelines, operational scenarios, end-
to-end communications strategy, command and data architecture, operational facilities,
integrated logistic support and critical events [17]. In [17,19], ConOps are used to flow down
requirements for complex aerospace products as habitable modules or transfer vehicles.
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Beyond the requirement definition, ConOps guarantees that the technical team thoroughly
knows the stakeholders’ expectations and how the product may meet them [20]. If there
are gaps or ambiguities in the requirement definition, the ConOps study should identify
them and lead to additional refining rounds of the initial list of stakeholder objectives [20].
In addition, thinking through ConOps and use cases frequently reveals requirements and
design features that would otherwise go unnoticed, as investigated in [20].

ConOps analysis is the design step when the systems engineers define the level of
autonomy that will characterize the mission [21]. The operational timelines related to the
space segments, the operational scenarios, and the command and data architecture are the
ConOps’s evaluations mostly affected by autonomy. On the other hand:

• The mission phases depend only on the external operational environment;
• The end-to-end communications strategy depends on the overall mission architecture,

existing relay satellites and celestial bodies’ positions;
• The operational facilities and the integrated logistic support depend on the mission

context, stakeholders, and goals.

The study of operational scenarios would include elements of logistic support. The fo-
cus would be on how the operator interacts with the system when autonomous. This
interaction can be viewed as sharing responsibilities, as detailed in [21]. ConOps have es-
tablished themselves as the analysis to help design autonomous systems during conceptual
design, as highlighted in [1,22,23]. For example, the authors of [1,22] employ operational
analysis to pinpoint the requirements associated with different levels of autonomy and
human-system interactions. Furthermore, different authors start looking for behavioural
patterns and protocols to generalize the testing and early design definition of autonomous
systems’ operations [24,25]. Moving toward a more model-based approach, ConOps’
operational scenarios can be captured in the MBSE functional architecture highlighting
operational capabilities, activities, or actions the system can perform. Different studies on
autonomous cars have started leveraging ontologies and MBSE to define testing scenarios
for operational capabilities of the autonomous AI agent [23,26]. The objective is to avoid
expensive re-design later in the system’s life cycle by introducing operational tests during
conceptual design [23].

All of these studies, model-based or not, leave the verification and validation of the
ConOps to a board of experts instead of a set of operations-related simulations. By leverag-
ing MBSE, it should be possible to relay information to other tools to test the ConOps and
better define requirements and mission architecture. Authors such as [15] emphasize how
simulations effectively detect possible defects at an early design stage when changes are
less expensive. In [15,27], executable MBSE models based on SysML are employed for re-
quirement verification. The underlying idea of the executable systems’ engineering method
(ESEM) is to create an MBSE model that ties together different subsystem models and the
output of domain-specific practices such as CAD or CFD modelling. As stated by [15],
with executable models, it is possible to debug a described behaviour checking whether
it matches what the designer meant to capture. The simulation provides a benchmark to
understand whether the system behaves as predicted. The level of MBSE maturity provided
by frameworks similar to ESEM blurs the line between design and development. However,
the ESEM methodology has been applied to automated systems, not autonomous ones.

The work presented in this paper extends the efforts of executable models, providing
a simulation framework targeting operational scenarios. The defined simulation frame-
work tests the operations of an autonomous system from its point of view, employing
techniques of AI planning. The paper also proposes a new case study, autonomous systems,
for applying executable MBSE models. AI planning is the branch of artificial intelligence
that focuses on defining an action sequence for an agent to reach a specified goal. Space
operations’ software uses planning and scheduling algorithms to achieve a high level of
autonomy for both goal-oriented autonomy onboard a spacecraft and planning activities in
the ground segment [28]. Most of the work employing AI planning focused on enabling
long-term autonomous operations, such as in [7,28–31]. Some of those algorithms and
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frameworks were concretized in the Deep Space 1 mission [10,32] and in the Earth Ob-
serving 1 mission [33]. In these studies, automated planning techniques are used during
the implementation and operation phases of the life cycle. The planners are developed
following a series of requirements defined during the formulation phases. Hence, it can be
helpful to leverage the ability of those algorithms to output a series of feasible plans (given
a set of desired goals, knowledge of the environment, and the possible actions and resources
available) to simulate an operational scenario defined in a ConOps at a conceptual design
level. No prior studies have examined possible links or synergies between automated
planning techniques and preliminary design for space systems, nor have they analysed the
reuse of systems engineering models to define planning domains, as illustrated in Table 1.

Table 1. Comparison between the literature employing MBSE or operations-based simulations and
the study of this paper.

Study Application Design Phase Autonomy MBSE-Based ConOps Validation

[23] Cars Preliminary design Yes Yes Yes, by expert review

[34] Satellites Preliminary design Yes No Not specified

[26] Cars Preliminary design Yes No Yes, by simulation

[15] Telescope Preliminary design
and operations No Yes Yes, by simulation

This paper Planetary surface robotics Preliminary design
and operations Yes Yes Yes, by simulation

3. Methods and Materials
3.1. MBSE and the Parametric Functional Model

Model-based systems engineering is a discipline that emphasizes the use of models
to design, develop, and test all parts of a system [35]. MBSE aims to shift the systems
engineering paradigm from a document-centric approach to a coherent model from which
the typical systems’ engineering documents are derived. The MBSE model includes a
functional architecture (encompassing functions, use cases, activities, actions, and states
of the system) and a physical one (including physical elements, resources, and variation
law of those resources). In this study, the functional architecture includes the operational
capabilities that the system can perform. Each of these capabilities is associated with a
physical element that can perform them. The first step is the definition of the functional
architecture. During the design formulation phases, it is possible to generalize a set of
operational capabilities for a given system, as studied in [36]. The operational capabilities
are high-level functions responding to a mission statement [36]. From a SysML point of
view, they can be identified as primary use cases. Regardless of the mission architecture,
the authors propose to generalize a set of common operational capabilities for rover-like
planetary exploration systems:

• Payload related:

– Observe target;
– Collect target data;

• Platform related:

– Communicate telemetry;
– Receive command;
– Recharge batteries;
– Check resources;
– Check goal;
– Navigate to goal;
– Wait instructions.
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The technologies that guarantee those operational capabilities are met may differ based
on the mission. For example, “navigate to goal” can be a shared operational capability for a
rover or a drone, even if the mobility system is quite different. Even how those operational
capabilities would be detailed or executed can vary. Different missions may require the
system to check different types of resources or execute a different logic. For example,
“collect target data” may encompass sampling activities, temperature or radiation recording
activities, mapping activities or similar. Some of these operational capabilities are heavily
linked to autonomous decision-making. For instance, a planetary rover can check the list of
goals provided by the control centre and remove some or send a warning to the control
centre if it detects that reaching them may endanger it. In comparison, other capabilities
are shared between autonomous and automated platforms, as for “communicate teleme-
try”. Some of these listed operational capabilities may not be considered based on the
mission’s objectives.

After identifying which high-level functions the system under study should perform,
it is possible to focus on the physical architecture and identify the components. These
components would impact resources such as power consumption, generated data or storage
space. These parameters can derive from a database of components, previous studies,
or a scale-up of existing systems. There is extensive literature on the rapid sizing of
physical hardware for robotic space systems, as in [28,37,38]. This resource consumption
can change or be refined during the different design phases. The MBSE model matures
with the system development, encoding all the related information in a coherent model.
The variation of resources due to the different components can be associated with the
operational capabilities. Hence, it is possible to assimilate these variations in the related
functions, creating a parametric functional model.

A parameterization of the functional architecture with time has already been studied
in [15]. The idea of associating some parameters with functional entities is not unheard of in
the system engineering domain. However, it appears to be less used. The branch of system
research that focuses on developing data exchanges between MBSE and other engineering
models (aerodynamic, propulsive, etc.) seems more open to adopting parametrization
at the functional level and not only on the physical level. This study proposes to push
beyond the time parametrization of [15], considering how other resources change during
an operational scenario. A resource can be an available storage space for a sample, a battery
capacity or the available memory to store some data. The steps to define a parametric
functional model used in this paper are:

1. An initial functional model is defined;
2. The different functional instances can be associated with the physical element that

can perform them;
3. The resource parameters associated with the component are back-traced to the functions;
4. A time parametrization is linked to the functions.

If different physical elements can answer one of the identified functionalities, a trade-
off is conducted relying on the quality function deployment (QFD) tool, as in [39]. The dif-
ferent figures of merit are graded considering mission objectives and the stakeholder’s
needs, as in the analysis of [39,40]. The design space is then narrowed down to a few
solutions that can be quickly tested for feasibility with the proposed framework. This last
analysis can provide new inputs for further refining trade-offs. From the definition of the
parametric functional model, it is possible to identify the parameters that can define differ-
ent states of the studied system during its mission. These states can then be formulated as
an MDP state.

3.2. Markov Decision Process

Markov decision processes are a long-studied formalism for decision making [41].
In an MDP, the agent solves several decision problems in sequence, where each current
decision influences the solution of the following problem [41,42]. This sequential nature
of the decisions is typically found in probabilistic planning problems, which generalize
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shortest-path algorithms in a stochastic environment. The objective of solving an MDP is
to find an optimal policy that associates an optimal action with any state [42]. Solving a
Markov decision problem can be thought of as controlling the agent to behave optimally,
maximizing an average accumulated income in the long run. The solutions are policies
that specify the action to be taken in each possible state, assuming that the agent possesses
a perfect knowledge of the process and its state at all times. MDP has been long used in
robotics for:

• Task planning in a probabilistic environment, as analysed in [42].
• Allocating tasks between different robots, as investigated in [43].
• Managing failure scenarios with multiple robots. For example, in [44], failure recon-

figurability comes with re-allocating tasks between robotic platforms. If a robot fails,
another is ready to take on the task.

MDP follows the Markov property: all information relevant to the prediction of the
future is contained in the present state. This property is referred to as memorylessness by
experts: the action leading to the next state can be decided based on the system’s current
state, as if the process’s complete history is known.

For the application of this paper, MDP is used instead of a partially observable Markov
decision process (POMDP). The assumption is that during the initial design studies, com-
plete knowledge is given to the agent about its state and environment. For the planetary
rover, the environment is less dynamic and changing than autonomous systems on Earth.
This assumption can stand during the initial conception phases. However, when more
dynamic robotic systems, such as flying bots, are considered, looking toward POMDP can
be a good solution. At the same time, failure models would benefit from a POMDP model
as soon as sensors and monitoring equipment are defined. Most of the process in robotics
falls into this category, like the work in [45]. An MDP problem can be easily solved if the
state transition probabilities are known. The state transition functions depend only on the
current state, not on how that state was reached. The solution of an MDP is to find an
optimal policy. A policy is a mapping from states to actions. An optimal policy should
ensure that, for a given state, no other action would provide a higher sum of discounted
future rewards. Beyond classical MDP-solving techniques in planning, such as policy or
value iteration, it is possible to define an optimal policy leveraging reinforcement learning.
These techniques are used if the problem transition matrix is complex to compute. These
strategies can be considered as planning with a simulator-type model. A simulator samples
the following possible states starting from a current state and a reward function [46]. Those
methods are called off-policy, as the values of the state transition probabilities are learnt
with many trials and errors. Hence, the optimal policy can be learnt by the reinforcement
learning algorithm. In [46], one of the identified drawbacks of this solving method is the
significant degree of knowledge engineering spent in tweaking various parameters and
somehow suggesting the solver of some optimal decision strategies.

In the application of this study, this drawback is tackled by defining the set of parame-
ters that influence the functional architecture and the system operations from the MBSE
model. The model can include flight rules to decrease the algorithm’s search space, such
as communicating data only in specific time slots or when the memory is full of a defined
amount. Suppose the application is a movable planetary system exploring a particular site
of interest. In that case, routing problems can be used to suggest optimal movement strate-
gies, as analysed in Section 3.3. Focusing back on the MDP-solving technique, the most
used simulation-based optimization to find optimal policies of MDP with reinforcement
learning is Q-learning [47]. However, this study suggests tree-based reinforcement learning
algorithms such as the Monte Carlo tree search to solve operational problems similarly
to [48].

A tree view is more adapted to represent the possible actions taken by an exploration
system during its mission. Figure 2 shows a partial view of the decision tree, where an
autonomous system should decide its following action. Each of the state-action pairs has
an associated reward. Monte Carlo Tree Search is a policy-free reinforcement learning
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algorithm. The algorithm is often applied to find the winning strategies for board or video
games, Figure 3. The algorithm learns from its trials, and when well-defined, it can provide
a near-optimal or optimal operational plan respecting a series of constraints.

Figure 2. Partial view of a decision tree for a rover exploring an unknown environment, touching
different waypoints during its mission. The different actions bring to different states defined in terms
of the rover energy, data, and sampling storage.

Figure 3. Monte Carlo tree search algorithm (adapted from [49]).

In Monte Carlo Tree Search, a tree of states connected by the action is incrementally
built, preserving data about the times the node was visited and the reward accumulated
at the node. The root of this tree corresponds to the agent’s present position. The basic
version of MCTS consists of four iterative phases:

• Selection: a root node is selected accordingly to a selection policy that can be random
or guided by a heuristic.

• Expansion: the possible children of the selected node are identified.
• Roll-out: a complete simulation is played out starting from one of the added states.

The moves can be again random or guided by a heuristic.
• Backpropagation: the simulated roll-out results are propagated back to the root node.

The root node visit index and cumulative reward are updated.

An application of the Monte Carlo Tree Search and MDP for the scheduling of satellite
operations is presented in [50,51]. On the other hand, in [46], a similar scheme is used to
model a rover control problem. With respect to the work of this study, Ref. [46] lacks a
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knowledge base derived from the MBSE model to choose the most impactful state variables.
Moreover, the study in [46] targeted implementation and operational phases. Its application
pointed to the direct use of MDP onboard the robotic surface systems.

In Monte Carlo techniques, a complete simulation is run before associating a value to
a specific state-action function. An exploration depth can be introduced if the possibility
tree is remarkably ample. Instead of running the complete simulation, the algorithm
simulates the next n-steps and then provides an indication of the goodness of that random
path. The algorithm can take some exploration action to avoid local minima or follow the
most promising path. The time the algorithm spends exploring or following the heuristic
depends on an exploration weight that usually varies between 0.5 and 2 [52]. MCTS needs
a good definition of the reward per each scenario. The simulations of this paper use a
reward defined as a linear combination of: (i) the reward provided by exploring different
sites Robserving, (ii) the reward provided by sampling the sites Rsampling, (iii) the reward
associated with an optimal path Rdistance, as shown in Equation (1).

Rscenariorewards = w1 ∗ Rsampling + w2 ∗ Robserving + w3 ∗ Rdistance − w4 ∗
Ncomm

Ntotal
− w5 ∗

Nrecharge

Ntotal
(1)

where:

• Rsampling and Robserving are the ratios between the effective scenario reward and the
maximum reward for observation and sampling for that scenario.

• Rdistance is the reward linked to the distance.
• Ncomm is the total number of communications sessions.
• Nrecharge is the total number of recharging sessions.
• Ntotal is the total number of waypoints to be touched in the simulation.

The weights w1, w2, w3 and w4, w5 sum up the unity. In the simulation results presented
at the end of this section, the weights are: w1, w2 = 0.25, w3, w4, w5 = 0.5. The algorithm
works well when the reward is between 0 and 1. Therefore, the final value of Rscenariorewards
is set to be at most equal to unity. For the simulations in this paper, the system had enough
resources to communicate and recharge only two times over the ten touched waypoints.
The Rdistance is evaluated as in Equations (2) and (3), where:

• β is a factor defining the equation’s sensitivity.
• Dopt is an optimal distance estimate to touch all the Nwaypointmax .
• Devaluated is the travelled distance between the touched waypoints during the simulation.

Equation (2) tends toward one when the x evaluated in Equation (3) tends toward
zero. The factor β quantifies the boundaries from which there is a sensitive increment of
the reward related to distance, as showed in Figure 4. For the simulations of this paper β is
assumed to be equal to 1000.

Rdistance = e(−
x2
β ) (2)

x = Dopt − Devaluated (3)

The optimal distance between a set of waypoints can be evaluated with routing
algorithms. The results of the routing algorithms can be used in the MDP framework to
provide a heuristic suggesting a preferential movement sequence. Different scenarios can
have quite different reward formulations. Therefore, the algorithm requires a first tuning
to define it.
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Figure 4. Variation of the reward related to distance with the difference between the optimal and real
distance travelled in the scenario with the variation of β.

3.3. Routing Problems

To lower the number of trials of the MCTS algorithm, the authors suggest using
a routing problem to provide a heuristic guiding the path of the planetary exploration
system. The formulation used to estimate an optimal path between the waypoints is the
“open vehicle routing problem with reward with a distance constraint”. The formulation
employed to define the problem is mixed-linear integer programming (MILP). There are
formulations available for the “closed vehicle routing problems” [53], the “closed vehicle
routing problems with reward” [54], and the “open vehicle routing problem” [55,56]. In-
deed, the solving method used in this study circles back to the closed solution. The problem
can be observed as a directional graph to which two phantom nodes are added if the initial
point is not fixed:

• The distance from the first phantom node and all the other nodes is zero. How-
ever, the distance between the other nodes and the initial one is infinite (or set to a
high value).

• The distance from all the nodes to the second phantom node is zero. However, the dis-
tance from the second phantom node is infinite for all but the first phantom node.

For example, if the problem has five nodes, the obtained distance matrix would look
like the one in Equation (4), where Dij are the distance between the waypoints and yp1/2
are the phantom nodes .



yp1 y1 y2 y3 y4 y5 yp2
yp1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
y1 +in f 0 D12 D13 D14 D15 0
y2 +in f D21 0 D23 D24 D25 0
y3 +in f D31 D32 0 D34 D35 0
y4 +in f D41 D42 D43 0 D45 0
y5 +in f D51 D52 D53 D54 0 0

yp2 0 +in f +in f +in f +in f +in f 0


(4)

When the algorithm looks at the distance matrix, it can always evaluate a closed path using
the two phantom nodes. The closed loop ensures an easy formulation. Let us assume that
each vertex yi is connected by a branch identified as xij. If the routing problem is closed,
then if that node is considered (yi = 1), the sum of xij on the column and row associated
with yi should equal one. This constraint is simple to enforce in a MILP formulation. If the
initial position is fixed, the initial phantom node merges with the indicated initial position.
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Eventually, the MILP problem can be formulated as shown in Equations from (5) to (10):
Maximize reward for every waypoint yi in V:

max
n

∑
i=1

yi ∗ Ri − α ∗
n

∑
i=1

n

∑
j=1

xij ∗ Dij (5)

Subject to: n

∑
i=1

n

∑
j=1

xij ∗ Dij ≤ Dmax (6)

n

∑
i=1,i 6=j

xij = yj ∀ j ∈ V (7)

n

∑
j=1,j 6=i

xij = yi ∀ i ∈ V (8)

∑
(i,j)∈(S)

xij ≤ |S| − 1 ∀ S ⊆ V , |S| > 1 (9)

yi ∈ {0, 1}, xij ∈ {0, 1} (10)

where:

• yi are the waypoints indexes. If a waypoint is not considered, then yi equals zero.
• Ri is the scientific reward associated with those waypoints.
• α is a weight defining the importance of the second optimization target. The suggested

value used in this paper is 0.01.
• xij are the edges between the waypoints’ indexes.
• Dij is the distance between the waypoint.
• Dmax is the maximum traversable distance under one battery discharge as evaluated

from [57].

The scientific reward is evaluated as a specific waypoint’s scientific interest or priority.
Equation (5) describes the objective function: maximizing the accumulated reward touching
different waypoints while minimizing the distance to touch them. Equation (6) imposes
a constraint on the maximum traversable distance. The aim is always to touch the more
interesting waypoints with the highest reward, respecting energy constraints driven by
the Dmax, while simultaneously lowering the overall travelled distance. If no energy
constraints are needed, Dmax can be set to a high value. For example, in the code developed
for the framework presented in this paper, when no distance constraint is imposed, Dmax
is evaluated by solving a travelling salesman problem. If the robotic system can recharge
when it reaches a waypoint, then the first constraints’ (Equation (6)) can be dropped.
A reachability analysis is used when defining the distance matrix. If the distance between
two waypoints is more than the Dmax, then the related xij is set to be infinitely distant.
Equations (7) and (8) impose that if a node is selected, then there must be one incoming and
one outcoming edge. The index i represent the rows, while index j represents the columns.
Equation (9) is imposed to avoid subtours. It avoids that the number of selected arcs within
S (a subset of V) to be equal to or larger than the number of nodes in S [58]. Equation (10)
defines the allowed values for yi and xij.

The distance between the waypoints can be evaluated as a simple Euclidean distance
or using more refined path planning algorithms such as A*. If the environment the system
explores is not particularly texturized, the Euclidean distance may provide a good enough
estimate of the travelled distance. A simple example of a routing plan considering the
Euclidean distance and the “open vehicle routing problem with reward with a distance
constraint” is shown in Figure 5. Figure 6 shows the same simulation considering an A*
algorithm to assess the path between the different waypoints. The green areas in Figure 6
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represent clusters of obstacles the system should avoid. The distance evaluated with the A*
algorithm and the one estimated as Euclidean distance differ by about 10%.

Figure 5. Example of path evaluated with the “open vehicle routing problem with reward with
a distance constraint”. The numbers at each waypoint indicate the associated scientific reward.
The minimum covered distance is evaluated as Euclidean distance, and it is equal to 327 m.

Figure 6. Example of path evaluated with the “open vehicle routing problem with reward with a
distance constraint” routing problem. The numbers at each waypoint indicate the associated scientific
reward. The distance between waypoints is evaluated with an A* algorithm, and it is equal to 360 m.

4. Results and Discussion

As highlighted in the previous section, the first step is to study and analyse the
functional architecture related to the studied system. The tool used for the modelling is
Papyrus, an open-source MBSE tool based on the system modelling language (SysML). In
the study case, the rover should touch different waypoints, each with a scientific rating
related to observing or sampling the site. The objective of the simulation is:

• To verify whether the identified operational capabilities cover all the functions that
the system should perform for a successful mission;
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• To check whether the rover has enough resources to complete its mission;
• To understand how the rover will plan its mission to touch the different waypoints if

given the freedom to decide its own plan.

The operational capabilities identified in Section 3.1 are the starting point for the
functional architecture. Their relationships with physical elements can be visualized in a
use case diagram, such as the one in Figure 7. At the same time, their interactions can be
investigated, leveraging an activity diagram, as in Figure 8.

Figure 7. Set of operational capabilities typical of exploration system.

The payload team provides a set of mission goals associated with observing or sam-
pling a site of interest on the map. The mission team may provide the system with further
directions, or they can initiate communication with the system. The system and its software
or hardware components should take care of most of the operational capabilities, making
the system highly autonomous. The subsystems are modelled as secondary actors. The pri-
mary actors invoke the use case, while the secondary actors participate in the use case by
performing actions, as analysed in [59].

After the initial modelling of the functional architecture and identification of the main
elements of the physical architecture, it is possible to parametrize the functional model. In
this simple example, the different operational capabilities are directly linked to the different
hardware that can perform them. The parametrization can be manual, or the XMI file in the
backend of Papyrus can be extracted and converted into a tabulated and human-readable
file with:

• The list of functions performed by the system.
• The physical components’ parameters associated with the functions.
• A time specification for the function.

The time for the operational capability “navigate to goal” depends on the distance to
be covered and the exploration system velocity (a parameter of the mobility system set to
0.1 m/s for the presented simulations). Similarly, the amount of data to communicate or
time to recharge the battery drives the time allocated to these operational capabilities. The
time specifications for the “observe target” and “sample target” are set to be around 10
min. While the “check resources” is an almost instantaneous loop evaluating whether the
system has enough resources to perform a specific operation. This check also lowers the
number of possible outcomes in the MCTS algorithm.
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Figure 8. Activity diagram view of a generic exploration mission with a high degree of autonomy.
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Tables 2 and 3 show the results of the analysis on the parametrization with respect
to the power consumption and data generation. The operational capabilities’ names in
the tables are shortened to just the verb, instead of the conventional verb plus noun that
is typical of systems engineering. The values in the tables have been identified through
an analogue system tested on Earth during the IGLUNA analogue mission. The details of
the IGLUNA testing are provided in [60]. They can be used as reference values for a small
rover (up to 30 kg), and they agree with the available literature on small planetary robotic
platforms, as in [37,38,61].

The IGLUNA rover has two batteries, one dedicated to the mobility system and one
for the payload. The rover base is a commercial platform called Leo Rover [62]. It has its
own battery dedicated to navigation capabilities. The base is then enriched with a set of
sensors (the payload), the robotic arm, a new onboard computer (connected to the bottom
one) and a dedicated battery for the payload.

Table 2. Power consumption per operational capability per component in [W] (Comm is the abbrevi-
ation for Communicate).

System Navigate [W] Observe [W] Recharge [W] Sample [W] Comm. [W]

OBC 6 6 1 6 1

Mobility sensors 3 0 0 0 0

Mobility hardware 14 0 0 0 0

TTC 7 7 7 7 9

Tracking camera 2 0 0 0 0

Depth camera 4 4 0 4 0

Robotic arm camera 0 0 0 0.4 0

Robotic arm 0 0 0 7 0

Total power 36 17 8 24.4 10

Table 3. Data Generation per operational capability per component in [kbytes/s] (Comm is the
abbreviation for Communicate).

System Navigate [kps] Observe [kps] Recharge [kps] Sample [kps] Comm. [kps]

Telemetry 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3

LiDAR 80 80 0 0 0

Robotic arm camera 0 25 0 25 0

Tracking camera 150 0 0 0 0

Depth camera 0 180 0 180 0

Total data 230.3 285.3 0.3 205.3 0.3

After defining the MBSE model, the designer can define the variables that identify
the system’s state. The state should provide the system with all the needed information to
decide on the best next step. For a planetary exploration system, this state has been defined
as described in Table 4:

• Waypoint to visit indicates which waypoints have been visited and which have not
during the given simulated episode.

• The last action performed poses a limit to which actions can be chosen at a lower level
of the tree based on the provided flight rules.

• The current waypoint is an indication of where the system is at a given moment. It is
most useful during debugging.
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• The battery capacity, storage capacity and data volume capacity are linked to the
constraints the system should not overshoot.

• The number of recharges, number of communication, idle time, and mission time
are metrics used to evaluate the performances of the given scenario: does the sys-
tem have enough capacity to store the data, or does it need an almost continuous
communication?

All this information is written as a tuple that defines a specific scenario. At the
end of the simulation, a reward characterizes each scenario. The reward defines how
appropriate or suitable this scenario is with respect to others, helping the algorithm prune
some branches of the tree. During the preliminary design phases, the objective is to study
the feasibility of the proposed architecture and operational scenario. During the analysis,
the systems’ engineers may point toward a near-optimal or optimal solution. In this second
case, some time should be allocated to defining the exploration parameter of the MCTS
algorithm and the number of samples before deciding on the following best path. However,
to test the feasibility of the design, a near-optimal solution can be satisfying. In the results
presented in this paper, the authors focus on near-optimal solutions, setting the MCTS
exploration parameter to 1.5 and the number of samples before the decision to 100. To
lower the number of samples, it is possible to impose flight rules suggesting preferential
algorithm-solving strategies. For the example in this study, the engineers may suggest
the algorithm preferential bounds on when to recharge or communicate. After testing
the feasibility of the scenario and obtaining a suboptimal solution without any alteration,
the engineers can tweak some boundaries so that the MCTS follows a preferential branch.
This interaction may provide further insights and test cases on the performances of the
system in its operative environment. In the results of this paper, the system is biased toward
communicating data when the storage of its flash memory is equal to or above 60% of
its maximum. The system is also biased toward recharging when one of its batteries is
below 20% of its charging state. These values were set after two algorithm runs, to help
optimise the results without sacrificing a quick run time. The overall run time is relatively
low, taking only a handful of minutes to assess the feasibility of a scenario.

Table 4. Set of variables that define a state of the rover.

Variable Described by/Derived from

Waypoints to visit Analysed test scenario

Last action Functional analysis and ConOps definition

Current waypoint Analysed test scenario

Battery capacity Rover sizing rules and rover resources template

Sample storage capacity Rover sizing rules and rover resources template

Data volume (In the system memory) rover sizing rules and rover resources template

Number of recharges Terminal variable

Number of communication Terminal variable

Idle time Terminal variable

Mission time Analysed test scenario

At the end of the simulation, the designers will be able to visualize a plan and the
variation of the system resources during the simulated scenario. An example of the results
that this analysis can provide is shown from Figures 9–12. The visualization of the plan
in Figure 9 is heavily inspired by the tools routinely used in mission control centres. It is
an intuitive view, defined as a function of mission time. This view can provide an initial
operational timeline to be discussed in round tables with the stakeholders or refined during
the different design phases. It is interesting to pinpoint that this operational timeline is
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directly generated from the identified set of system functionalities. Hence, timelines with
different granularity can be generated while detailing the functional architecture. Figure 10
shows the two batteries’ (lower and upper) consumptions clearly. The performances agree
with what was recorded from IGLUNA and the specification of the Leo rover [62]. The
battery connected to mobility has a capacity of around five hours. In comparison, the upper
battery has more capacity but a higher power consumption. For example, during IGLUNA
the upper battery was the one depleting the fastest due to the high power requirements of
navigation equipment such as LiDAR and the cameras. Figure 11 shows the data generated.
The system needs to relay data multiple times not to surpass the provided limit of 2 Gbytes.
The rover has a sampling storage set at 1 g, while a sample weighs around 0.2 g. The system
can only sample some of the waypoints, trying to maximize its sampling-related reward
set as Rsamplingraw = [8, 4, 10, 9, 10, 4, 6, 8, 4, 4]. The optimal path evaluated with the routing
algorithm provides a reference for the optimal navigation actions. These optimal actions
are suggested to the algorithm. Figure 12 shows the path followed by the simulated system.
The green points delimit areas with rugged terrain or obstacles not-traversable for the rover.
The path planning algorithm used during the simulation is an A*. The battery does not
limit the distance, as the rover can recharge multiple times during its traverse.

Figure 9. Output plan for the simulated scenario.

Figure 10. Battery consumption and recharge cycles throughout the simulated scenario.

The results, from Figures 9–12, show how the presented framework can provide an
indication on:
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• The plan that an autonomous system, knowing its resources and action, can lay down
for an identified operational scenario;

• The variation of the main rover resources during a typical mission;
• An operational timeline as a product of the MBSE model simulated as an MDP.

These outcomes show that the system has enough resources to complete the particular
considered mission, touching all waypoints. All of these results are products of the MBSE
model and may be traced back to it, creating one knowledge base for the overall design.

Figure 11. Data generation and dumping throughout the simulated scenario.

Figure 12. Path of the rover between the different waypoints. The green dots identify areas that the
system cannot traverse. The path is evaluated with an A* algorithm. The displayed reward is the
sum of the observation and sampling rewards associated with that specific waypoint.

The plan can be directly interfaced in a simulated or analogue platform as soon as it is
generated. The authors used the Robot Operating System (ROS) to interface a similar plan
with the IGLUNA rover in [60], testing the overall feasibility of this approach.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

This paper presents a framework to simulate operational scenarios for autonomous
robotic systems during the initial design phases. During the design of a mission, an MBSE
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model is created. The MBSE models group both a functional architecture and a physical
one. From those inputs, a simulation of the studied system in a relevant scenario is laid out,
relying on MDP and MCTS. The simulation is developed from the system point of view,
in which knowing its resources and mission goals provides the user with a feasible plan
to maximize the scientific return. The framework introduces the concept of a parametric
functional model. The functional architecture inherits the parameters of the physical
architecture linked to that specific function. Moreover, the functions are enriched with a
definition of time to perform them. These parameters are then used in the MDP to advance
the plan based on the mission goals and a set of resources.

This study highlights how MBSE is a versatile concept that adapts well to different
applications. The designers can easily capture their operations’ definition in the MBSE
model and validate it in this framework. As a result, they can understand the performance
of a system under constrained resources. They can assess the feasibility of a relevant
scenario from both a functional point of view, with the operational capabilities, and a
physical one, looking at the system resources and the mission time. It is possible to use
this framework also to size variables in the system. For example, instead of imposing
a data limit, the user can set a flight rule that enforces communicating only in certain
circumstances or temporal windows. These flight rules can be easily added to the model
through some heuristics or an if-then condition in the MDP model. The framework can
also be used to understand the impact of different faults or failures on the mission. If,
for example, a fault in the mobility system makes it consume more than the nominal value,
the system may need to reconfigure its mission accordingly, as it is trying to maximize its
scientific reward under these new power constraints.

The framework allows a modular approach to design. At the same time, it eases
reusability between similar projects. For example, the generalized set of operational
capabilities for a planetary exploration system identified in Section 3.1 can be re-employed
as a starting functional analysis (focusing on operations) across different projects. This
preferential behavioural model can be used on different simulated platforms, helping assess
their likely-to-be performances on a particular mission of different solutions. The change in
the physical model will define a different resource consumption or generation associated
with an operational capability.

The work presented in this paper will be extended toward applying multiple collabo-
rating systems. The framework should suggest to the designers a promising subdivision of
tasks between different systems, starting from their system modelling. On the other hand,
part of the future work related to this study will focus on exploring a different simulation-
based optimization to find the MDP policy. The solution explored in this paper provides a
near-optimal solution with around 100 samples. However, around 500 samples are needed
to find the optimal policy for the paper’s case study (without suggesting some winning
solution to the algorithm). The authors are exploring other algorithms and implementations
of MCTS with neural networks to reach the optimal solution faster. The framework may
be useful to outline the first feasible operational timeline for control centres. It can be
included in a mixed-initiative tool where the AI and operator can interact and optimize the
operations of an analysed system together. MDP and MCTS can help the mission architect
explore the design space. The MCTS algorithm can be coupled with deep neural networks
to explore the design space quickly and more efficiently. In this case, the MDP state would
be defined in terms of the cost, maturity, and development time of a specific physical
element, not only in terms of the power consumed and data generated. The trade-space
exploration will rely on a precompiled database of technologies and related functionality,
as developed in [36].
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